Our Is Largest Circulation of Any Socialist Party Owned Paper in the United States

Endorses Left Wing Program and Instructs Delegates To The National Convention To Work for Its Adoption By That Body.

No more instructive convention was ever held by the Socialist Party of Ohio than that which convened June 27 at Canton. The Cincinnati comrade had arranged for the convention in a most business manner. Everything was done with great dispatch. The meeting was held promptly, and no time was wasted. The business of the meeting was discussed and disposed of at a rapid rate. The convention adjourned at three o'clock, and the comrade went home to their homes.
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You ought to have been there! It was undoubtedly the most welcome surprise that the Socialist Party of Ohio had ever had. Picture yourself a gentleman engaged with the men and women of the Socialist Party of Ohio in the state of Illinois. You are the one who stands out above all the rest. You are the one who stands out above all the rest. You are the one who stands out above all the rest. You are the one who stands out above all the rest.
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